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a b s t r a c t

While IN738 Ni-based superalloy is a high strength alloy, it is feasible to improve its

properties at the bulk level by reinforcing with graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs), taking

advantage of the superior mechanical, tribological and thermal properties using the spark

plasma sintering technique. In the present study, the influence of spark plasma sintering

temperature range between 900 and 1100 �C on the microstructure, mechanical, tribolog-

ical and thermophysical properties of GNPs/IN738 composite is assessed. The dispersion of

GNPs reinforcement and alloying metals to form composite powder is conducted using a

turbular mixer and low-frequency planetary ball milling, followed by spark plasma sin-

tering. The relative density of the sintered samples assessed following Archimedes'

method indicates increasing densification with the increasing sintering temperature from

94.7% (900 �C) to 98.5% (1100 �CÞ. The microstructure assessed via SEM, XRD and Raman

spectroscopy indicates the formation of precipitate gamma, intermetallic gamma prime,

solid solution and GNPs strengthening phases. Thus, the mechanical (micro/nano hardness

and Young's modulus), tribological (wear rate and coefficient of friction), and thermo-

physical (thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat capacity) properties

increased with the increasing sintering temperature. The microhardness increased from

354HV (900 �C) to 469HV (1100 �C), nanohardness from 8 GPa (900 �C) to 17 GPa (900 �C), and

Young's modulus from 190 GPa (900 �C) to 291 GPa (1100 �C). The wear rate reduced with an

increase in sintering temperature for the three loads of 5, 10 and 20N. The thermophysical

properties assessed from 25 to 600 �C show the formation of few inflection points as the
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temperature increases, which is attributed to the dissolution and rearrangement of pre-

cipitate gamma prime and Cr in solid solution phases. Similarly, the small increment in the

thermal diffusivity is equally associated with the smoother phonon transition at the GNPs/

matrix interface.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Ni-based superalloys are an exceptional group of metallic

materials widely used for different engineering applications.

They show an extraordinary combination of properties such

as high-temperature strength, toughness and resistance to

oxidation/corrosion attack [1]. Other properties include good

structural stability, resistance to fatigue and high elastic

modulus. Owing to these properties, they are classified as an

essential material, especially in the aerospace, power gener-

ation, oil and gas, chemical and automobile industries [2]. The

alloys are used to fabricate components of the turbine system

in aircraft and power plant engines, drillers in oil and gas, and

engine parts in nuclear power and chemical processing plants.

Several Ni-based superalloys exist, such as Inconel, Hastaloy,

Waspaloy, Nimonic, Udimet, Rene’, CMSX and Mar [3]. One of

the groups that have found broader applications in the in-

dustries is the Inconel group, and Inconel 738 has successfully

been applied for fabricating various engineering components

[4]. Ni element served as the matrix material, usually in the

range of 40e65% of the total composition [5]. The alloys

possess good mechanical and material properties that enable

them to function at a temperature close to their melting

temperature (90% of the melting temperature). This is attrib-

uted to the face-centred cubic (FCC) structural formation,

aided by the presence of precipitate intermetallic phase, hard

solid solution phase and carbide phase [6].

The alloys are designed to gain strength from the solid

solution strengthening process brought about by adding re-

fractory metal elements such as W, Mo, Ta and Cr. Aside from

the phasesmentioned, the strength is further improved by the

contribution of the precipitate matrix and intermetallic pha-

ses (g-matrix, g0 and g”). The gamma matrix phase (g) results

from the contribution of Ni matrix element, while the inter-

metallic gamma prime (g’) and gamma prime prime phase (g”)

results from the reaction of Ti, Al and Nb with the matrix

phase (Ni3(Ti, Al, Nb)) [7]. Other elements are added in small

quantities to control the mechanical properties and grain

structure with the addition of boron and carbon, resulting in

the formation of boride and carbide structures. The formation

ofMC (M¼metal atom) carbide results from the strong affinity

of carbon to elements such as Hf, Ta, Ti, W, Mo, V, Cr, and Zr

[8]. Despite the many advantages of the IN738 Ni-based su-

peralloy, limitations from plastic anisotropy still exist [9].

Therefore, efforts are ongoing to address the improvement of

its mechanical properties. This brings about superalloy rein-

forcement using non-metallic materials for the development

of metal matrix composites (MMC). The addition of allotropes

of carbon and rare earth elements (metals) have been in use
for texture modification of alloys [10], with a careful selection

of processing techniques, including heat treatment, especially

when an improvement in the mechanical properties of ma-

terials is the target.

Graphene is identified as a promisingmaterial of choice for

reinforcing metals and their alloys [11]. It exists as sheets of

sp2-bonded carbon atoms closely packed in a honeycomb

crystal lattice and is relatively recent in the materials science

field (2004) [12]. Graphene possesses promising materials and

mechanical properties such as excellent thermal conductivity

strength (5 kW/m.K), high specific surface area (2630 m2/g),

high strength (125 GPa), high fracture toughness

(4.0 ± 0.6 MPa√m in terms of critical stress intensity factor

and 15.9 Jm-2 in term of the equivalent critical strain energy

release rate), charge carrier mobility (2 � 105 cm2/(V.s)) and

high elasticmodulus. Graphene incorporation is considered to

be an effective and ideal means of optimizing microstructure,

improving the microhardness and wear behaviour of a Ni-

based superalloy [13,14]. Several unique properties of gra-

phene are documented in the literature, and researchers have

been exploring its superior qualities in developing and

manufacturing metal matrix composites using different

powder metallurgy (PM) methods [15].

One of the methods used is the spark plasma sintering

(SPS) technique. SPS is a PM technique that combines the

simultaneous application of high current (electric current

passing through the powder), high temperature and high

pressure through the axial force in densifying powder mate-

rial into a solid form [16]. The advantages of SPS include rapid

densification (between 5 and 40 min), minimal human inter-

ference, computer-aided control, and reduction of contami-

nation/impurities during material processing [17]. It uses an

ON-OFF direct current (DC) pulse electric current coupled

with the application of axial force from the axially positioned

piston for powder densification in a one-step operation.

The application of high temperature facilitates the gener-

ation of a rapid heating rate at the powder particles’ contact

points which causes surface melting of particles and up-

wardly progress to the core of the particle, aiding diffusing and

fast sintering. In the process, the materials microstructure is

refined, and properties are improved [18]. However, selecting

processing parameters can be daunting, especially when the

processing parameters can result in different material prop-

erties in the sintered product. Such parameters include the

heat temperature, pressure, heating rate and soaking time.

Although, it has been reported that the heating temperature

and pressure are the two most significant paraments in the

control of density and mechanical properties of sintered al-

loys [19e21]. Meanwhile, the fabrication of materials with
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high structural integrity is a compelling task for engineers. A

good material should have qualities such as good densifica-

tion, reduced porosity, reduced micro and macro segregation,

homogenous phase distribution, reduced structural defects

and good mechanical properties, as these affect the service

life of a material.

Rominiyi et al. [22] employed the SPS technique in syn-

thesizing and consolidating Tie2Ni and Tie10Ni, varying the

sintering temperature from 850 to 1200 �C. They reported that

the sintered samples’ relative density and microhardness

reach the maximum at the highest sintering temperature of

1200 �C. Thus, a high sintering temperature promotes good

densification and improved mechanical properties. The effect

of sintering temperature and pressure on the structural

integrity, electrochemical and mechanical properties of

Tie30Ta alloys for biomedical applications was studied by

Bayode et al. [23]. Among the combination of sintering tem-

perature, time and pressure of 1200 �C/5 min/30 MPa, 1200
�C/5 min/40 MPa, 1100 �C/10 min/30 MPa and 1100 �C/10 min/

40 MPa used, sintering pressure has a pronounced contribu-

tion in achieving high densification. The combination of 1200
�C/5 min/40 MPa and 1100 �C/10 min/40 MPa resulted in high

densification of 98.19% and 98.63%, respectively. Similarly, the

sintering performance and alloying effect on commercially

pure titanium using sintering temperatures of 800, 1000, and

1100 �C was investigated via the SPS method by Jeje et al. [24].

It was demonstrated that the sintering temperature of 1000 �C
promotes good densification and mechanical properties. The

factors contributing to the improvement are attributed to the

phases formed within the microstructure. In contrast, the

samples sintered at 1100 �C display poor densification due to

the formation of structural defects.

Furthermore, few other researchers have investigated the

influence of SPS sintering temperature in manufacturing

metal matrix alloys and composites [21,25e27]. This implies

that it plays a vital role in the evolution of the microstructure,

densification and improvement of mechanical, tribological,

thermophysical and electrochemical properties of the sin-

tered components. Essentially, the existing materials pre-

pared by SPSmainly focus on Ti, Ni alloys and ceramics. Thus,

it is imperative to investigate the effect of sintering temper-

ature on the graphene nanoplatelet reinforced Ni-based

composites (GNPs/IN738 composite) produced via the SPS

method. In this study, the parent material is IN738 superalloy,

and the reinforcement is graphene nanoplatelets. The inves-

tigation focuses on the resulting relative density, mechanical,

tribological and thermophysical properties.
Table 1 e Wt.% of starting powders for the synthesizes of
GNPs/IN738 composite.

Materials Ni Cr Ti W Co Ta Al GNP

Weight (%) 64.33 16 3.4 2.6 8.3 1.72 3.4 0.25
2. Experimental detail

2.1. Materials

The elemental powders that make-up IN738 Ni-based super-

alloy are sourced from 3 suppliers. These are Ni powder with

particle size � 44 mm (parent element, 99.5% purity) and Al

powder with a particle size of 25 mm (99.8% purity) from TLS-

Technik Gmbh, Germany. Ta, W and Ti powder particle size

� 44 mm (99.5%, 99.8%, 99.8% purity) from Sigma Aldrich,

South Africa. Co and Cr have a particle size of � 44 mm (99.9%)
provided by Alfa Aesar, South Africa. Sigma Aldrich supplies

the graphene nanoparticles (GNPs) reinforcement with prod-

uct code 900,409, an average thickness of 15 nm, an average

diameter of 5 mm and a surface area of 50e80 m2/g. All

elemental powders and GNPs are utilized without further

purification.

2.2. Preparation of GNPs/IN738 composite powder

Due to variations in the density of the elemental powders and

GNP, a 3D high-speed turbula mixing shaker is used to pre-

alloy the powder to ensure the homogenous dispersion of

powder particles. Hard W balls were added to the green

powder during pre-alloying and mixing to aid homogeneity

and prevent the formation of agglomerates. The balls are

added at a ratio of 10:1. Prior to powder mixing, a digital

weighing balance with an accuracy of ± 0.01 mm is employed

to measure individual powder (element and GNP) in a vacuum

hand glove box. The box ensured that the powders were

protected from reacting with the environment (mainly air and

oxygen). Ethanol is used to rinse the W balls and left to dry

(30 min) before adding them to the powders. This is done to

ensure that impurities are prevented from contaminating the

body of the green powder. The elemental powders and GNPs

were poured into a plastic container and carefully placed in

the turbular mixer. The T2F turbula mixer shaker is set at a

speed of 110 rpm, and the alloying/mixing process is con-

ducted for 8 h in a dry environment. The elements that make

up the composite powder are of different shapes and sizes,

targeted at improving powder compaction and densification.

The admixed powder has a theoretical density of 7.911 g/cm3.

In order to make sure that homogenous mixing is achieved, a

planetary ball milling (PM 400 MA) machine is employed at a

low rotational speed of 101 rpm for 5 h. The operation is per-

formed in the airtight stainless steel 304 L fixture container in

a wet media (using ethanol solution) coupled with the inclu-

sion ofW balls at a ratio of 10:1, ball to powder ratio, to ensure

miscibility. Afterwards, the wet powder is moved to the LAB-

conco vacuum dryer to dry off the ethanol. The set tempera-

ture is 70 �C operated for 6 h. Also, the admixed powders were

returned to the turbular mixer to break down any caked or

agglomerate that could have formed during drying at 70 �C.
Tungsten balls were equally utilized in the process. Table 1

summarises the elemental powder weight percent of GNPs/

IN738 composite.

2.3. Spark plasma sintering of GNPs/IN738 composite

At the completion of the mixing operation, the composite

powder is transferred to the prepared graphite die in readi-

ness for sintering. The graphite die employed has an external

diameter of 60 ± 0.1mm, an internal diameter of 40 ± 0.05mm

and a height of 48 mm. The interior of the graphite die,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.02.166
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including the surface of the two punches that made contact

with the composite powder, was lined with 0.2 mm thick

graphite paper. This is necessary to ensure easy removal of

the sintered composite from the graphite die/punches (mould)

after sintering. Subsequently, the graphite die holding the

admixed powder is placed in the heating chamber of the SPS

machine (model HHPD-25, Germany). The column of the SPS

furnace chamber consists of graphite die equipped with eight

spacers and two plungers. The environment of the heating

chamber is maintained at 0.5 mbar vacuum pressure and ab-

solute pressure of 1.2 mbar to prevent oxygen contamination

during sintering. The fabrication processes were designed to

sinter 40� 6mm test samples (diameter by thickness), and the

total mass of admixed powder (composite) required is 59.4 g.

This was measured and poured into the graphite die. The

composite sampleswere sintered at the sintering temperature

of 900, 1000, 1050 and 1100 �C, a pressure of 50 MPa, heating

rate of 100 �C/min and soaking time of 5 min. After the sin-

tering processes, when the set temperature, pressure, heating

rate and holding time have been achieved, the current is

switched off to allow the sintered composite to cool. The

sintered sample is ensured to cool to ambient temperature (22
�C) in the furnace before removing it. The sintering process is

repeated to obtain the desired number of samples. Due to the

effect of graphite paper used as insulation (between the

graphite die and composite powder), traces of graphite were

deposited on the surface of the sintered material. This is

regarded as an impurity on the surface of the material and

was sandblasted. However, it does not affect the microstruc-

ture of the sintered composite. The sintered materials were

metallographically prepared for further investigation.

2.4. Density and microhardness processes of GNPs/
IN738 composites

The theoretical bulk density of the composite powder is

calculated according to the equation obtained from the liter-

ature [17]. The experimental relative densities of the sintered

composites weremeasured by using the Archimedes principle

method. In contrast, the rule of the mixture is employed to

compute the relative densities of the sintered composite with

respect to the theoretical density of the composite. The

experimental density was measured over ten trials using an

electric densimeter with an accuracy of ± 0.0001g, and the

average was taken to represent the original relative density

value. This is done to ensure that accurate reading capturing

the original value of the experimental density is utilized. The

microhardness property of the sintered composites is inves-

tigated using Vicker's microhardness (HV) tester machine

(Future-tech, 800). A diamond indenter is used with a load of

1000 gf (1.0 N), a dwell time of 15 s and a spacing of 0.1. The

process is repeated ten times for each sample at room tem-

perature (RT). The arithmetic means of the successful inden-

tation is calculated and recorded as the original

microhardness value of the material.

The points indented were selected from different grains

representing different phases, grain boundaries and solid so-

lution phases observed on the microstructure to reflect the

actual hardness property of the material. A similar procedure

is followed during nanoindentation analysis on mounted and
polished (mirror-like surface) samples according to ASTM

D785 standard [28]. The load of 100 mN with a loading and

unloading time of 25 s and a holding time of 10 s were

employed. An average of six indents are captured per sample,

and the mean average is calculated to represent the sample's
actual nanohardnesse value. The nanoindentation machine

has a diamond Berkovich pyramid indenter (three-sided).

Subsequently, Oliver and Pharr's method is employed to

evaluate the Young's modulus (GPa) and nanohardness (GPa)

of the sintered GNPs/IN738 composite sample using the pre-

cise equations as illustrated by Okoro et al. [29]. And Dada

et al. [30].

2.5. Microstructure characterization GNPs/IN738
composite

The morphology of the GNPs/IN738 composite sintered at a

temperature of 900, 1000, 1050 and 1100 �C and their corre-

sponding wear scar after wear analysis are characterized by

field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM Zeiss

Ultra Plus 55) incorporated with an energy dispersive spec-

troscopy (EDS) detector. The SEM is operated at 1.0 kV accel-

erating voltage. The morphology in terms of grain size, shape

and boundaries of the sintered composite is further analyzed

by examining the area of the grains in different paths to

calculate the grain size dispersion through the application of

ImageJ graphics software. The strengthening phases developed

were identified utilizing the PANalytical Empyrean X-ray

diffraction (XRD) applying a scan rate of 0.02 �/sec, CuK a ra-

diation (l) of 0.154 nm, accelerating voltage of 50 kV and 30mA

electric current over the angular range of 10e90 �. Raman

spectroscopy analysis is achieved using a T64000 micro-

Raman spectrometer (HORIBA Scientific, Jobin Yvon equip-

ment. A laser wavelength of 514 nm and 120 s spectral

acquisition time were used for the operation. Subsequently,

six locations representing the position of GNPs were captured

for the Raman spectra to ensure data accuracy. The Raman

shift representing the D and G bands are calibrated according

to the ASTM E1840-96 standard [31].

2.6. Wear analysis of GNPs/IN738 composite

The dry wear analysis of the GNPs/IN738 composite sintered

at varying temperatures from 900 to 1100 �C is assessed at 25
�C room temperature (RT) employing an Anton Paar, TTX-

NHT3 tribometer following ASTM G99-95 standard. The anal-

ysis is performed by applying a pin-on-disc dry-sliding

rotating wheel outfitted with a wear and friction data

recording system. Parameters and counterface specifications

include a rotating speed of 300 rpm, a load of 5, 10 and 20 N at

30 min each (analysis time), and a stainless-steel pin coun-

terface with a 1 mm diameter tip and a roughness (Ra) of

0.03 mm. This is performed without aiding lubrication, and

they are sufficient to produce good wear performance. The

process design requires that the counterface be placed sta-

tionary on the exposed surface of the pre-fixed test sample,

which is mounted axially on a rotating wheel that unidirec-

tionally slides when in operation. At the completion of the

process, the wear rate and the coefficient of friction recorded

against the sliding time were captured and recorded by the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.02.166
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monitoring unit (system). Particularly, the wear rate is

captured through the profilometer (Surtronic S128) fastened to

the tribometer machine. Therefore, the wear rate is recorded

by measuring the worn surface profile produced by plastic

deformation.

2.7. Laser flash analysis of GNPs/IN738 composites

The thermophysical properties in terms of the thermal diffu-

sivity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat capacity of the

sintered GNPs/IN738 composites from RT to 600 �C are inves-

tigated using a Netzsch LFA 457 Hyperflash [32]. A sample of

10 � 10 � 5mm thickness is used for the analysis. The relative

density of the sintered samples measured through the

Archimedes techniques is supplied for each sample. The heat

transfer is evaluated in the high temperature water-cooled

furnace chamber of the machine accompanied with nitrogen

to create an inert environment during analysis. A graphite

spray is applied on the test sample's exposed flat surfaces

(both sides) to ensure even absorption of the laser flash en-

ergy. In the analysis, pulsed energy released from the laser is

made to strike the sample's sprayed surface (one side) utiliz-

ing a laser voltage of 450 V at a pulse rate of 0.8 ms. The

samples were evaluated from RT to 600 �C at an interval of 100
�C. The sintered GNPs/IN738 composite test sampleswere able

to absorb the heat because of the thermal conductivity

enhancement provided by the graphite spray and the good

thermal conductivity quality of the test sample. At the

attainment of each desired temperature, the laser is flashed
Fig. 1 e The micrographs, grain size distribution and EDS of the

temperatures. (a) 900 �C, (b) 1000 �C, (c) 1050 �C, (d) 1100 �C.
three times, and the average mean value is taken to represent

the true value measured. The thermal diffusivity values were

recorded after the heat diffused through the sample using the

IN-Sb detector in relation to time. The thermal conductivity

for each measured sample is evaluated by multiplying the

relative density of the composite samplewith the specific heat

capacity and thermal diffusivity value, all computed using the

software on the computer monitoring system attached to the

LFA machine.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructure analysis of GNPs/IN738 composites

The SEM morphology of the sintered GNPs/IN738 composites

at different sintering temperatures of 900, 1000, 1050 and 1100
�C are shown in Fig. 1aed to understand the microstructural

features. The micrographs show the presence of minimal

pores with the admixture of different phases denoted with

different colours. Also, the percentage porosity reduces with

the increasing sintering temperature, and the relative density

measurement corroborates this observation. The sample

sintered at 900 �C displays apparent porosity, which fizzles

with the rising sintering temperature. The phases present

appears to be heterogeneously dispersed with different grain

sizes in the microstructure of the sintered composites, and

they are characterized using EDS. According to the EDS anal-

ysis, the dark grey spot represents the solution of both gamma
sintered GNPs/IN738 composites at varied sintering

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.02.166
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(g) and gamma prime (g0) phase, and the light grey spot rep-

resents the gamma (g) matrix phase, while the whitish spot is

a combination of different solid solution (W,Cr,Ta) strength-

ening phases. These features were typical characteristics of

Ni-based superalloys, and the gamma matrix phase is formed

in all the samples due to the high presence of Ni element [32].

The intermetallic gamma prime (Ni3Al and Ni3Ti) phase is

developed due to the diffusional reaction that occurs at high

sintering temperature between the matrix Ni and Al/Ti

alloying elements and its precipitate within the matrix

gamma phase (identical lattice parameters). TheW, Cr and Ta

precipitate, as a solid solution strengthening phase, impact

the strength of the composites. The EDS analysis implies that

the gamma and gamma prime phases overlapped in their

formation and is ascribed to their matching and identical

crystal structures (face center cubic). Thus, they are

frequently developed on the same crystallographic plane
within Ni-based alloys [33]. The precipitates gamma prime

and solid solution strengthening phases contribute signifi-

cantly to the mechanical properties of the sintered compos-

ites aside from the contribution of graphene nanoplatelets. It

is noteworthy that graphene nanoplatelets’ agglomeration

traces are not apparent from the SEM micrographs. The EDS

spectrum confirms the presence of carbon, suggesting that

graphene is present because it is an allotrope of carbon. Shuan

et al. [21] indicated that the volume of graphene constituent in

Ni-based matrix superalloy impacts the intensity of the peak

formed in the EDS spectrum. In this study, the intensity of the

peak representing graphene nanoplatelets in the EDS analysis

is not conspicuous due to the small amount added.

Given the contribution of graphene nanoplatelets to the

sintered GNP-Ni-based composites, grain characteristics (size

and distribution) were observed, analyzed, and reported using

grain size distribution curves. The grain size analysis and

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.02.166
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distributionmap is attached to themicrograph of each sample

pointed with the red arrow. The microstructures of the sin-

tered GNPs-Ni-based composites display a uniform coarse

grains structure with decreasing average grain size as the

sintering temperature increases. As the sintering temperature

increases from 900 to 1000, 1050 and 1100 �C, the average grain

size of the GNP-Ni-based composites decreases from 40.21 to

39.34, 38.92 and 37.04 mm, respectively. This demonstrates

that the in-situ GNPs reinforcement can induce a grain

refinement phenomenon (promoting grain nucleation) in the

Ni-based matrix alloy [11].

Meanwhile, grain refinement formationmay be ascribed to

the pinning effect produced by GNPs at the grain boundaries.

The homogenous dispersion of GNPs during powder mixing

contributes to the inhibition of grain growth of Ni matrix

during the sintering process, and in addition, the GNPs rein-

forcement act as heterogeneous nucleation sites for new

grains [34,35]. The remarkable grain refinement effect of GNPs

as reinforcement in Ni-based composites has been elucidated

in literature [15,34,36], whereabouts the refined grains

perform a vital role in improving the mechanical properties.

Summarily, no obvious crack is observed; however, the min-

imal pores present reduce as the sintering temperature in-

creases, thus, implying that the SPS process fully consolidates

the bulk materials.
3.2. X-ray diffraction analysis of GNPs/IN738
composites

The XRD patterns of the sintered GNPs/IN738 composites at

different sintering temperature of 900e1100 �C is shown in

Fig. 2. Threemajor and intense diffraction peaks were obvious

in all the samples appearing at 44.7�, 52.1� and 75.9� 2 theta

angle of diffraction. These peaks are indexed to the (111), (200)

and (220) crystalline planes of the face-centered cubic struc-

ture of Ni [37]. Even though graphene is present in the com-

posites, no traces of impurity diffraction peaks associated

with the nickel carbides are noticed, signifying the formation

of an orderly and stable GNPs/Ni interface devoid of any

observable chemical reaction. The major peaks comprise an

overlapping formation of gamma matrix and gamma prime

intermetallic phases (Ni3 (Ti, Al)) while solid solution phases

(Cr, W) appear on the minor peaks, thus corroborating SEM/

EDS analysis. These phases are formed due to a chemical re-

action between matrix and alloying elements assisted with

the application of high heat energy.

It is noticed that the minor peaks comprising W and Co

precipitate solid solution fizzle out and decompose with the

increasing sintering temperature, whereas Cr remains,

therefore suggesting that high sintering temperature reduces

W/Co precipitate and promotes diffusion [32]. The diffraction
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peaks’ position, intensity and shape remain almost the same

in all the samples, indicating no formation of prior texture in

the composites after SPS [38,39]. The metallurgical observa-

tion is similar to the reported studies documented in the

literature [40]. On the other hand, the diffraction peak corre-

sponding to the presence of GNPs is not detected from the XRD

pattern, which may be due to the relatively low concentration

added [41]. Consequently, further analysis is imperative to

identify the formation and behaviour of GNPs in the GNPs/

IN738 composites at different sintering temperatures of

900e1100 �C. Thus, Raman spectroscopy is used to investigate

the microstructure of the sintered composites at different

sintering temperatures.

3.3. Raman spectroscopy analysis of GNPs/IN738
composites

As shown in Fig. 3, the Raman spectra of the sintered GNPs/

IN738 composites at varied sintering temperatures from 900

to 1100 �C are displayed, and the corresponding data are

presented in Table 1. Three main peaks corresponding to the
Fig. 3 e Raman spectra of the sintered GNPs/IN738 composites

1050 �C, (d) 1100 �C.
D-band peak at 1349 cm�1, G-band peak at 1583 cm�1 and

2D-band peak at 2692 cm�1 of graphene nanoplatelets can be

observed in the spectrum of the Raman analysis [42]. The

D-band mode of GNPs is conspicuously suggesting the for-

mation of sp3 carbon and defects. The G-band mode is

related to the first-order scattering of E2g phonons associated

with the in-plane straightening mode of sp2-bonded carbon

in a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. Meanwhile, the 2D-

band mode is obtained from the double-resonant scattering

of electrons and holes from phonons involving states posi-

tioned on the Dirac cones at the K-points [43]. Notably, the

2D band is only obvious in the composite sintered at 900 �C.
Also, the number of graphene layers in the composites de-

termines the height and position of G and 2D band peaks,

and the intensity ratio between 2D and G modes can be uti-

lized to analyze the grain size and the number of layers of

graphene formed. The grain size of graphene could not be

evaluated in this study because the 2D peak is not apparent

in all the samples.

Furthermore, the evaluation ratio of the intensity of the D

and G band (ID/IG) describes the integrity of the structure or
at varied sintering temperatures. (a) 900 �C, (b) 1000 �C, (c)
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possible defect that might be developed during the distribu-

tion of GNPs in the IN738 alloy. Therefore, the evaluated value

of the ID/IG of the sintered composites at 900 to 1100 �C are 0.96

(900 �C), 0.66 (1000 �C), 0.52 (1050 �C) and 0.51 (1100 �C),
respectively. At low sintering temperatures, there is an accu-

mulation of non-sp2 defects in the graphitic structure of GNPs

during its distribution. The defect frequently presents as va-

cancies and broken edges in GNPs grains [44]. The high value

ratio of ID/IG of GNPs (0.96) obtained in the composite sintered

at 900 �C indicates that carbon graphitization is developed,

and the low values of ID/IG ratio at high sintering temperature

imply that graphitization of carbon is less pronounced during

sintering. It suggests that the SPS process induces

graphitization-healing of GNPs with the increasing sintering

temperature [42,45]. Thus, the microstructure of the com-

posite sintered at high sintering temperature is well refined,

leading to properties enhancement. The vacancies present in

the microstructure of the composites are occupied and rear-

ranged in their graphitic structure. Accordingly, the matrix

atoms may have filled the pores present within the structure

of GNPs by infiltrating the carbon layers during sintering,

leading to a lower ratio of ID/IG value obtained with composite

sintered at high temperatures (1050 �C and 1100 �C) compared

to those at low temperatures (900 �C and 1000 �C).

3.4. Microhardness, relative density, nanohardness, and
elastic modulus measurements of the sintered GNPs/IN738
composite at different sintering temperatures from 900 to
1100 �C

The effects of varied sintering temperatures on the spark

plasma sintered GNPs/IN738 composite with respect to the

microhardness, relative density, nanohardness and Young's
modulus are shown in Fig. 4, and their corresponding data are

presented in Table 3. It is observed that the microhardness,

relative density, nanohardness and elastic modulus increase

with the increasing sintering temperature. The microhard-

ness increased from 354 HV at 900 �C sintering temperature to

469 HV at 1100 �C, nanohardness from 8.2 to 17.9 GPa, relative

density from 94.79% to 98.53% and Young's modulus from 190

to 291 GPa, respectively. The highest relative density of 98.53%

obtained at a sintering temperature of 1100 �C implies that the

microstructure of the sintered GNPs-IN738 Ni-based com-

posite is appropriate for SPS consolidation and upwardly im-

proves the mechanical properties. Thus, high sintering

temperatures may accelerate the densification and consoli-

dation of GNPs/IN738 Ni-based composite powder. The sig-

nificant increment in relative density with the increasing

sintering temperature suggests that sintering temperature

substantially influences densification [46]. In addition to the

contribution of the high relative density that leads to higher

hardness is the formation of gamma matrix, intermetallic

gamma prime, precipitate hard solid solution strengthening

phase and GNPs reinforcement that improves the mechanical

properties of the composite [33]. Consequently, the SPS tech-

nique promotes the diffusion of atoms, formation of grain and

strongmetallurgical bond, which improves the strength of the

sintered GNPs-IN738 Ni-based composite.
3.5. Load-depth and depthetime curves of the sintered
GNPs/IN738 composite at different sintering temperatures
from 900 to 1100 �C

The nanoindentation load-depth (with insert showing the

enlarged view up to 15 mN load to highlight the pop-in effect

(pointed with arrow)) and depthetime curves of the sintered

GNPs/IN738 composite at different sintering temperatures

from 900 to 1100 �C utilizing an indentation load of 100mN are

illustrated in Fig. 5a and b. Observing the pattern produced

after the analysis (indentations) shows that the responses are

similar comparing the loading and unloading curves. There is

evidence of pop-in effects in all the sintered samples under

the load of 100 mN, which may be attributed to the transfer of

strain and formation of dislocation at the surrounding grain

boundaries in themicrostructure of the composites. Thus, this

impedes against dislocation motion forced by the indentation

[30]. The load-depth curves illustrate the formation of an

elasticeplastic deformation performance, and it is evident

that the composite sintered at 900 �C displays the highest

penetration depth, followed by the composite sintered at 1000
�C up to that of 1100 �C. This implies that the penetration

depth reduces with the increase in sintering temperature.

Couple with the positive influence of sintering temperature is

the presence of hard precipitate solid solution and GNPs that

assist in improving the resistance of the sintered GNPs/IN738

composite to plastic deformation during indentation.

Similarly, the penetration depth against time curves for the

GNPs/IN738 composite sintered at temperatures between 900

and 1100 �C, analyzed under 100 mN, is displayed in Fig. 5b.

The curve further confirms the existence of high plastic

deformation in all the tested samples. By comparing the four

composite samples, the maximum penetration depth is

observed in the composite sintered at 900 �C followed by the

sample sintered at 1000 �C up to that of 1100 �C, thus implying

that the penetration depth reduces with increasing sintering

temperature. The penetration depth value of the composite

sintered at 900, 1000, 1050, and 1100 �C correspond to 673.23,

606.32, 529.52, and 427.37 nm. Accordingly, this behaviour

signifies that the micro/nano hardness, stiffness and elastic

modulus of the sintered composite are enhanced through the

formation of gamma, gamma prime, and precipitate solid

solution phases (aided by vigorous diffusion at high sintering

temperature). Coupled with the phases mentioned is the

presence of GNPs with high mechanical properties that

contribute equally to the improvement of strength in the

composites. Finally, the depthetime curves are similar for all

the GNPs/IN738 composite samples.

3.6. Wear behaviour of sintered IN738LC-GNPs
Ni-based composites

3.6.1. Coefficient of friction behaviour of GNPs/IN738
composite sintered at different sintering temperature from 900
to 1100 �C
The coefficient of friction (COF) performances of the GNPs/

IN738 composite alloy sintered at different sintering temper-

atures from 900 to 1100 �C are illustrated in Fig. 6 under three
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Fig. 4 e Microhardness, relative density, nanohardness and Young's modulus of the sintered GNPs/IN738 composites at

varied sintering temperatures from 900 to 1100 �C.
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testing loads of 5, 10 and 20N, respectively. The COF responses

are plotted against a sliding time of 30 min. The COF patterns

display three distinct phases: running-in, stable, and unsta-

ble. However, the three stages were not present for all the

loads and the four composite samples. The applied load of 5N

shows the running-in and stable statemode, while the applied

loads of 10 and 20N display the three stages. The running-in

state progressed for a short time under an applied load of 5N

and became stable after about 100 s for the sample sintered at

900, 1000 and 1050 �C. The stable state begins about 300 s after

the commencement of the analysis for the composite sample

sintered at 1100 �C. Thus, the COF behaviour largely depends

on the characteristic of the material. The vigorous action of
Fig. 5 e a and b. Load-depth (with insert showing the enlarged

Depth-time curves of the sintered GNPs/IN738 composites at va

indentation load of 100 mN.
the steel ball at the point where it made contact with the

composite material at the beginning of the testing results in

the formation of the running-in state. The stable state stage

progressed immediately after the running-in state and

continued throughout the testing for the 5N applied load. On

the other hand, the wear characteristic under the applied load

of 10 and 20 N behaves differently, displaying severe wear

activities. The occurrence of running-in, stable and unstable

state stages indicates the high level of abrasive and adhesive

wear activities, especially at the unstable state stage (COF

pattern). The unstable state is commonly caused by the

impact of the trapped and accumulated wear debris on the

counter load [47,48].
view up to 15 mN load to highlight the pop-in effect) and

ried sintering temperatures from 900 to 1100 �C under an
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Fig. 6 e The friction coefficient against the time of the sintered GNPs/IN738 composite at varied sintering temperatures from

900 to 1100 �C under loads of 5N, 10N and 20N.
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It is observed that the values of the COF reduced with the

increasing sintering temperature, suggesting that the

inherent increased hardness strength caused by high densi-

fication, resulting from atom diffusion at the high sintering

temperature, impacted the COF responses. The measure of

the steadiness of the steady(stable) state phase witnessed for

all the sintered materials at a 5 N low applied load is associ-

ated with the behaviour of the fine protective oxide layer

formed during adhesion and abrasive wear reaction. Conse-

quently, the protective oxide layer is capable of surviving the

pressure exacted by the applied load within the time of the

experimentation. While this is so, Belmonte M. et al. [49],

submitted that the presence of graphene nanoplatelets rein-

forcement in themetal matrix could result in the formation of

a graphene-based tribofilm during wear testing, and it can

impact the responses of the wear of a material. Therefore, the

appearance of the tribofilm could equally contribute to the

formation of the unstable state phase utilizing a high load of

10 and 20 N. Although, the extent of its contribution could not

be ascertained at this stage. Overall, the applied load of 5N

display two stages, namely the running-in stage at the

beginning of the analysis and the stable state, which is

maintained throughout the experimentation. At the comple-

tion of the testing, the sample sintered at 900 �C had the
highest COF average value, while the one sintered at 1100 �C
displayed the lowest average value of COF. High loads of 10

and 20 N display similar characteristics, with samples sin-

tered at 1100 �C showing the least average COF while samples

sintered at 900 �C display the highest average COF. Coupled

with the influence of sintering temperature on the responses

of GNPs/IN738 composite is the distribution of phases present

within the microstructure and the behaviour of the oxide

layers produced. The heterogeneous distribution of phases in

the microstructures of the sintered composites (independent

of the relative density), especially the precipitate solid solu-

tion phase coupledwith themechanical action of the steel ball

counterface during wear testing (rotational motion), could

result in the continuous formation and rupture of friction

reducing layer. Thus, resulting in the formation of an unstable

state phase [50,51].

3.6.2. Wear rate of GNPs/IN738 composite sintered at
different sintering temperatures from 900 to 1100 �C
The wear rate of GNPs/IN738 composite sintered at different

sintering temperature from 900 to 1100 �C is revealed in Fig. 7.

The wear rate of the Ni-based composite sintered at the least

sintering temperature of 900 �C shows the highest wear rate

under the three varied loads of 5, 10 and 20 N. The values
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Fig. 7 e The wear rate of the sintered GNPs/IN738

composites at varied sintering temperatures from 900 to

1100 �C under loads of 5, 10 and 20N.
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recorded for the increasing loads were 5.681 � 10�4,

7.394� 10�4 and 9.949� 10�4 mm3/Nm, respectively. Also, it is

observed that the sintered Ni-based composite with the

highest sintering temperature of 1100 �C displays high resis-

tance to wear under the three different loads compared with

composites sintered at lower sintering temperatures. The

wear rate recorded using 5, 10, and 20 N loads were

1.149 � 10�4, 2.636 � 10�4 and 3.142 � 10�4 mm3/Nm, respec-

tively. Similarly, the composites sintered at 1000 and 1050 �C
display similar results under the three varied loads. The wear

rate obtained were 3.743 � 10�4, 4.673 � 10�4 and

6.335 � 10�4 mm3/Nm for composite sintered at 1000 �C and

3.215 � 10�4, 3.921 � 10�4, and 4.734 � 10�4 mm3/Nm,

respectively for composite sintered at 1050 �C, at the varied

load of 5, 10 and 20N. It is apparent that the wear rate reduces

substantially with the increasing sintering temperature. The

wear resistance of the sintered GNPs/IN738 composite is

mainly ascribed to the effect of relative density and hardness

property [52].

Accordingly, this study indicates that the hardness prop-

erty of the sintered composites increases with the increasing

sintering temperature, thereby increasing the wear rate.

There is a 79% decline in the wear rate between the composite

sintered at 900 �C and 1100 �C under 5 N applied load. Subse-

quently, the same observation is noticed using the applied

load of 10 and 20 N, recording a 64% (10 N) and 68% (20 N)

reduction in wear rate between the composite sintered at 900
�C and 1100 �C. Aside from the pronounced influence of sin-

tering temperature, which contributes to the increase in the

mechanical properties of the composites, the addition of GNPs

reinforcement is thought to contribute to the improvement in

the tribological performance of the materials. Also, and as

observed with the mechanical properties, the improved wear

resistance of the sintered composites could be attributed to

the formation of the dominant gamma phase, the presence of

precipitate intermetallic gamma prime (Ni3(Ti, Al) phase and

the precipitate hard solid solution phase. The intermetallic
gamma prime (Ni3(Ti, Al) phase often develops at the same

position as the gamma matrix phase and stimulates a self-

lubrication effect during wear testing leading to high wear

resistance and improved wear properties. Therefore, the

improvement in the wear resistance behaviours of GNPs/

IN738 composite are summarized as follows: the contributing

influence of nanofiller GNPs, the formation of strengthening

intermetallic and precipitate hard phase solid solution phases

[37].

3.6.3. Worn surface analysis of GNPs/IN738 composite
sintered at different sintering temperature from 900 to 1100 �C
The SEM images of the worn track after sliding wear analysis

of GNPs/IN738 composite sintered at different sintering tem-

peratures from 900 to 1100 �C are shown in Fig. 8aed. The

worn track of the tested composite demonstrates the presence

of grooves and delamination accompanied by wear debris

appearing as flakes. The composites produced at 900 �C sin-

tering temperature (Fig. 8a) hadmore noticeable delamination

and solid oxide layer formation, indicating the severity of the

wear activities. A damaging abrasive wear behaviour on the

worn surface occurs. However, the formation of grooves,

delamination and wear debris are noticed to reduce with the

increasing sintering temperature for Fig. 8b (1000 �C), 8c (1050
�C) and 8d (1100 �C). A relatively smooth worn track with

shallow grooves and reduced solid oxide layers were observed

in these samples. It is observed that the solid oxide formed

prevents severe wear damage by serving as a protective bar-

rier on the worn surface of the sintered composites, thus,

reducing the wear rate. The smother surface achieved sig-

nifies that plastic deformation and temperate abrasive wear

are the two prevailing wear mechanisms that take place with

increasing sintering temperatures. According to Xiao W. H

et al. [41], the GNPs and intermetallic gamma prime phase

possess self-lubricating characteristics, which contributes to

the reduction in the wear activities of the sintered GNPs/IN738

composites. Coupled with the significant contribution of sin-

tering temperature to the relative density of the sintered

composite leading to the development of good mechanical

properties is the contribution of the GNPs reinforcement

which contributes to the increased hardness property. In so

doing, under a sliding contact surface (steel ball), GNPs inhibit

the sintered composites from suffering from excessive flow

stress, resulting in reduced plastic deformation. Due to the

nano size of GNPs, its addition assists in minimizing the for-

mation and propagation of cracks which are evidently

observed from the wear track of the composite [41]. Overall,

the inclusion of GNPs is thought to help in the formation of a

protective and lubricating oxide layer on the wear track of the

sintered composites. As such, the surface of the test samples

is protected from experiencing direct contact between the

steel ball counter surface and the workpiece, steering the

decrease in the wear rate and friction. Zhai et al. [53] alluded

that the presence of GNPs in studying the tribological behav-

iour of metal matrix composite (graphene nanoplatelets/Ni3Al

matrix self-lubricating composites) resulted in the formation

of tribofilms on the worn surface of GNPs/Ni3Al composites, in

the dry sliding wear experimentation. The tribofilms effi-

ciently lower the wear rate and improved the wear resistance

of the manufactured composite.
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Fig. 8 e SEM micrographs of the wear track of the sintered GNPs/IN738 composites at varied sintering temperatures under

20N: (a) 900 �C, (b) 1000 �C, (c) 1050 �C, and (d) 1100 �C.
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3.7. Thermophysical analysis (thermal diffusivity,
conductivity, and specific heat capacity) of GNPs/IN738
composites sintered at different sintering temperatures from
900 to 1100 �C

The thermophysical performance in terms of the thermal

diffusivity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat capacity of

GNPs/IN738 composite sintered at different sintering tem-

peratures from 900 to 1100 �C as a function of temperature is

assessed utilizing the laser flash analysis technique illustrated

in Fig. 9. The evaluation is conducted from RT to 600 �C; and

the isothermal temperature is recorded at 100 �C interval. The

relative density (r) value for each sample recorded according

to the Archimedes principle technique is used during the

process. Similarly, the specific heat capacity (Cp) as the tem-

perature increase is assessed based on the temperature dif-

ference between the top and bottom faces of the test samples

(DT) against the time curve (acquired when conducting ther-

mal diffusivity calculation). A superalloymaterial is utilized as

a reference sample. Subsequently, the thermal conductivity of

the test samples is evaluated utilizing the formula in equation

(1):

l¼ r:Cp:a (1a)

where l is the thermal conductivity, r represents the relative

density of the sintered composite, Cp is the specific heat ca-

pacity and a is the thermal diffusivity.
Fig. 9a-d shows that the thermophysical properties in

terms of thermal diffusivity, conductivity, and specific heat

capacity increase with an increase in temperature for all the

tested composite samples. Thermal conductivity of the sin-

tered GNPs/IN738 composite reduces with increasing sinter-

ing temperature, which may be attributed to the improved

strength due to phases present and graphitization of GNPs

carbon reinforcement (Table 2: ID/IG ratio at high sintering

temperature implies that graphitization of carbon is more

pronounced). According to Tiwari J.K. et al. [54], it is thought

that this observation suggests an improvement in the scat-

tering of phonons at the grain boundaries, which lowers the

mean free path of electrons and phonons that negatively

affect the thermal transport performance. Although, there is

minimal difference in the data obtained for the sample sin-

tered at 1050 and 1100 �C.
A noteworthy deflection in the thermal response (graphs

interpreting the thermophysical behaviour) of the thermo-

physical behaviour during heating at some specific tempera-

ture is observed, known as the point of inflection. This is

experienced in all the sintered samples; however, more pro-

nounced in the sample sintered at 900 and 1000 �C. For

example, the sample sintered at 900 �C experienced inflection

at 400 and 500 �C heating temperatures and the sample sin-

tered at 1000 �C experience inflection at 300, 400 and 600 �C
isothermals points. Furthermore, the composite sample sin-

tered at 1050 �C and 1100 �C experience inflection at 500 �C and
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Fig. 9 e SEM micrographs of the wear track of the sintered GNPs/IN738 composites at varied sintering temperatures under

20N: (a) 900 �C, (b) 1000 �C, (c) 1050 �C, and (d) 1100 �C.
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600 �C isothermal points, respectively. All the test samples

display linear progression in their thermal diffusivity

response at the beginning of the increasing temperature

before experiencing inflection. It can be inferred that the in-

flection ensued due to the occurrence of different metallur-

gical phenomena such as phases transformation (exolution of

gamma, gamma prime and solid solution phases) and

adjustment within the structure of the materials (atoms

rearrangement from the supersaturated Ni matrix and dis-

ordering in thematrix phase). More important is the exolution

of the intermetallic gamma prime and solid solution phases,

which contribute to the linear progression with the increasing

temperature of the composites. On the other hand, the

dissolution of precipitate intermetallic gamma prime and

gamma matrix phases is the phenomenon that ensues at the

inflection points leading to a decrease in the thermal
Table 2 e Raman data from the spectra obtained for the sintere
(900e1100 �C) and variations in the intensity ratios of ID/IG.

Sintering temperature (deg) Peak

D-band

900 �C y-273.26, x-1349.20

1000 �C y-1925.80, x-1349.20

1050 �C y-29371.70, x-1349.20

1100 �C y-1382.75, x-1349.20
diffusivity as the temperature increase [55]. Additionally, the

presence of solid solution Cr (XRD analysis), which form along

the grain boundaries in the microstructure of the sintered

composites (SEM analysis), is known to form precipitate at a

temperature between 477 and 677 �C, thus causing inflection

[56]. Although, the inflection started at the temperature of 300
�C in the composite sintered at 1000 �C.

Furthermore, the presence of a few structural defects and

internal stress could be responsible for the performance

experienced. To understand the behaviour better, Rai A.K.

et al. [1] reported in their research that the thermal diffusivity

test utilizing LFA may not be sufficient to assert the phe-

nomenon that takes place at the point of inflections. Hence,

further analysis employing differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC) will be used to further understand the thermophysical

properties of GNPs/IN738 composite subsequently. However,
d GNPs/IN738 composites at varied sintering temperatures

Information (y (a.u.) and x (cm�1) axis)

G-band 2D-band 1D/IG

y-283.37, x-1583.16 e 0.96

y-2940.11, x-1583.16 e 0.66

y-56917.20, x-1583.16 e 0.52

y-2700.20, x-1583.16 y-154-95, x-2692.03 0.51
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Table 3 e Microhardness, relative density, nanohardness and Young's modulus of the sintered GNPs/IN738 composites at
varied sintering temperatures from 900 to 1100 �C.

Sintering
temperature (�C)

Microhardness (HV) Relative density (%) Nanohardness (GPa) Young Modulus (GPa)

900 354.38 ± 9.7 94.79 ± 0.2 8.2 ± 0.4 190.3 ± 9.5

1000 388.98 ± 8.4 95.86 ± 0.3 12.7 ± 0.6 231.8 ± 11.6

1050 438.66 ± 10.9 97.92 ± 0.3 15.4 ± 0.8 252.4 ± 12.6

1100 469.23 ± 8.5 98.53 ± 0.2 17.9 ± 0.9 291.3 ± 14.6
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they assert that the cause of inflection is a result of the

dissolution of the precipitate intermetallic gamma prime

phase (formed due to the presence of Ti and Al) at a specific

temperature and Cr solid solution phase [57], which is equally

present in the microstructure of the composites in this study.

So, the inflection points experienced as the thermophysical

properties increased with an increase in the heating temper-

ature is related to the dissolution of the phases such as

gamma and gamma prime and element such as Cr, Al and Ti.

Besides, the contribution of GNPs is equally significant

because the formation of the bilayer in GNPs initiates a further

heat transfer mechanism that enables thermal transport in

the sintered Ni-based composites. Correspondingly, it in-

dicates that the formation of the bilayer in GNPs leads to a

smooth phonon transition compared with few-layer and

multilayer graphene [58]. It is further asserted that the smooth

transition of phonon at the interface of GNPs/metal matrix

might result in the increased thermal diffusivity in the sin-

tered GNPs/IN738 composite [59]. Nevertheless, the porosity

present in the composites introduced as a result of the addi-

tion of GNPs might somewhat impact the thermal diffusivity

because the porosity creates space for the entrapment of

gases which locally affect the behaviour of the heat transfer.

Summarily, the thermophysical properties in terms of the

thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity display a

similar pattern with both increasing with the increasing

heating temperature from RT to 600 �C. At the same time, few

inflection points were observedwith the thermal diffusivity of

the sintered composite.
4. Discussion

The excellent improvement observed in the GNPs/IN738

composites with the increasing sintering temperature can be

ascribed to the remarkable densification offered by the high

sintering temperature and strengthening characteristics/

properties of GNPs (superior structural integrity), diffusion/

distribution of GNPs and good interfacial metallurgical

bonding formed between IN738 alloy andGNPs reinforcement.

Furthermore, the strengthening mechanisms that contribute

to the improvement observed in the sintered composites are

grain refinement (sHall�Petch) owing to the heterogeneous

nucleation of IN738 alloy on the GNPs reinforcement, benefi-

cial load transfer from IN738 matrix to GNPs reinforcement

(sLT), Orowan strengthening (sorowan) due to the hindrance of

dislocation motion caused by GNPs reinforcement. The pres-

ence of GNPs promotes the formation of a pinning effect that

reduces grain growth leading to the nucleation and formation
of smaller grains. The HallePetch effect suggests that the

composites’ strength increases with the formation of smaller

grain sizes. Hence, the relationship could be expressed as

follows in equation (1):

ss ¼ s0 þ kd�1=2 (1b)

Where s0 is a constant representing either friction stress

formed from dislocation glide or internal back stress, d repre-

sents the grain size of the matrix alloy, and k represents the

HallePetch value.

It is observed that the in-situ growth and heterogeneous

nucleation of IN738 matrix on the GNPs filler marginally

reduce the grain size with the increasing sintering tempera-

ture in the sintered composite leading to the formation of

refined grains and increase in the number of grain boundaries.

Therefore, the strength of the sintered composites is

improved following the HallePetch relation. This study

observed that the average grain size of the sintered Ni-based

composites at 900, 1000, 1050 and 1100 �C are 40.21, 39.34,

38.92 and 37.04 mm, respectively. Owing to the marginal

decrease (nearness) in the average grain size of the sintered

Ni-based composites and following Li et al. [60] report, the

important contribution of the HallePetch strengthening

mechanism (grain refinement) could be disregarded. As a

result, it is not significant in this study.

The Orowan strengthening mechanism in this study is

attributed to the contribution of graphene nanoplatelets

reinforcement strengthening phase present within thematrix

alloy of the sintered composites. It was reported in the liter-

ature by different researchers that the inclusion of nano-

particles such as GNPs as reinforcement in the matrices of

metals prevents themovement of dislocations [11,61,62]. More

importantly, is the fact that GNPs act as non-shearable rein-

forcement that helps in the pinning down of the dislocation

network, which in turn promotes the bending of dislocations

in the surrounding of the nanoparticle reinforcement under

the effect of external force [63]. By so doing, the dislocations

are accumulated within the grains and along the grain

boundaries leading to an enhancement in the composite's
strength. The Orowan strengthening contribution can be

stated following the expression in equation (2).

DsOrowan ¼ 0:13Gb

dr

��
1
2vr

�1=3
� 1

�$ln
�
dr

2b

�
(2)

Where G represents Burger's vector, b stands for the matrix

shear modulus, dr represents the volume fraction of the

reinforcement, and dr represents the diameter. According to

Chen Z et al. [11], the nanosized graphene particles

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.02.166
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significantly contribute to the strengthening effect of super-

alloy metals. In relation to this, a 5 mm diameter and 15 nm

average thickness graphene nanoplatelet reinforcement used

in this study present Orowan strengthening as a critical

contributor to the ultimate yield strength of themanufactured

composites.

Similarly, the load transfer effect between the matrix

gamma phase, graphene nanoplatelets reinforcement and

precipitate gamma prime intermetallic phase under the

application of an applied load promotes the complete

strengthening of the manufactured Ni-based composites. The

expression relating to the load-bearing strengthening of

nanoparticles in metal matrices composite utilizing a modi-

fied shear lag model is shown in equation (3) [64,65].

DsLoad transfer ¼Vpsum

�ðIþ tÞA
4I

�
(3)

Where I and t are the parallel and perpendicular size of the

nanoplatelets to the direction of the force applied, sum is the

yield strength of the Ni-based matrix alloy, and A represents

the nanoplatelets aspect ratio, I/t. Vp is the volume fraction of

the reinforcement. In the case of equiaxed particles, the

expression in equation (3) is reduced thus, in equation (4) [66].

DsLoad transfer ¼ sum

�
1þAVp

	
(4)

The microstructure and relative density of the sintered

composites at high sintering temperatures of 1050 and 1100 �C

indicate the formation of minimal porosity and high densifi-

cation, suggesting a strong metallurgical bonding, which may

promote an effective interfacial load transfer under eternal

applied force is formed [65]. Besides, Ma S. et al. [21] and Chen

Z. et al. [11] concluded that the formation of good adhesion

between the matrix alloy and reinforcing graphene promotes

effective load transfer and improves the strength of the

fabricated composites.

Apart from the contribution of graphene nanoplatelets,

other phases developed are a major contributor to the overall

strength of the composites. Ardell [67] argues that the pre-

cipitation strengthening of superalloys and, by extension,

superalloy-based composites result from five discrete mech-

anisms, i.e., coherency, stacking fault, chemical composition,

modulus, and order strengthening. Although not all can be

present concurrently and operative simultaneously, one may

have a dominant effect compared to another in a composite

system [40]. Their presence and occurrence depend on

different factors, such as the size of the precipitate and vol-

ume fraction [68]. Chemical strengthening is formed when

there is an increase in the surface energy resulting from the

formation of a new interface when a dislocation shears a

precipitate. Modulus and stacking fault strengthening are

developed because of the formation of different stacking fault

energies and modulus of elasticity of the precipitate phase

and matrix metal. There may be an occurrence of strain field

around precipitates resulting from the difference in the lattice

parameters of the coherent precipitate and matrix: this is

known as coherency strengthening. Lastly, order strength-

ening could occur due to the formation of ordered crystal

structure in the precipitate. This is disrupted when a dislo-

cation penetrates through the precipitate, causing an anti-
phase boundary with associated energy. These are strength-

ening mechanisms reported in the literature that could

improve the strength of the fabricated GNPs/IN738 composites

[40]. In relation to this study, there is the formation of an or-

dered gamma matrix phase, coherent precipitate interme-

tallic phase and solid solution phase, which contributes to the

strengthening of the composites.
5. Conclusion

In summary, the GNPs/IN738 composite sintered at four

different sintering temperatures of 900, 1000, 1050, and 1100
�C; with other parameters kept constant, were effectively

manufactured by the SPS method. The study achieved the

following:

� The sintering temperature positively impacts the micro-

structure, relative density, micro/nano hardness, tribolog-

ical and thermophysical properties of the manufactured

composites. The microstructure comprises the precipitate

gamma, intermetallic gamma prime, and hard solid solu-

tion/GNPs phases that contribute to the strength of the

composites.

� The increasing sintering temperature produces good

properties with the maximum densification obtained with

the sample sintered at 1100 �C. The properties are densifi-

cation of 98.5%,microhardness of 469 HV, nanohardness of

17 GPa, elastic modulus of 291 GPa, wear rate of

1.149 � 10�4, 2.636 � 10�4 and 3.142 � 10�4 mm3/Nm for 5,

10 and 20 N load and relatively good thermophysical

properties with increasing temperature from 25 to 600 �C.
Few points of inflection are recorded during thermophys-

ical analysis.

� The strengthening mechanisms that contribute to the

improvement in the sintered compositeswith the increasing

sintering temperature up to 1100 �C are associated with the

HallePetch relationship, Orowan strengthening and load

transfer strengthening.Also, thephases formedasa result of

using the IN738 superalloy matrix could lead to either co-

herency, stackingfault, chemical composition,modulus,and

order strengthening behaviour, thus contributing to the

improvement of the sintered composites.
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